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Overview

- Welcome
- Background on the CCQTA
- Program
Program

• Theme: Quality and Technology

• Presentation line up

• Networking breaks and lunch

• Project updates

• Annual General Meeting
CCQTA

• Canadian Crude Quality Technical Association
• Founded in 1996, the CCQTA is a registered not-for-profit Association in Alberta formed to:
  ✤ Facilitate the resolution of common crude oil quality issues through collaborative research
  ✤ Develop and run “industry research projects”
  ✤ Improve industry knowledge and awareness of crude oil quality
• 65 member companies, 7 active projects
  ➔ TAN, Condensate Quality, Contaminant Monitoring, Heavy Oil Stability/Compatibility, H₂S PVT, Phosphorus, Bitumen Processability
• For more information, visit: www.ccqta.com